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The Canadian Council on Renewable Electricity educates and engages Canadians about the
opportunity to expand the production and use of renewable electricity across the country.
An initiative of Canada’s leading national renewable electricity associations, the Council
works to build public support for increased development of our abundant renewable
electricity resources in order to further decarbonize North America’s energy system.
The founding members of the Council are the Canadian Hydropower Association, Canadian
Solar Industries Association, Canadian Wind Energy Association, and Marine Renewables Canada.
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“Clean, renewable, abundant
hydropower has been powering
our nation’s economy for over
130 years. We are well positioned to serve a growing
Canadian and U.S. clean
energy market.”
– Jacob Irving, President, Canadian Hydropower Association
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Executive Summary
The world stands on the brink of a Golden Age of

This document takes stock of Canada’s current

renewable electricity. Hundreds of billions of dollars

renewable electricity portfolio, and then summarizes

are now flowing into scores of new projects, and literally

recent modeling of a decarbonization pathway for the

millions of people around the world now work installing

country. We conclude that if Canada is to do its part to

wind turbines and solar panels, harnessing waves and

prevent average global temperatures from rising above

tides, and using flowing water to produce power.

two degrees Celsius, by the middle of this century it must:

As a global leader in renewable electricity production,

• Intensify efforts to cut energy waste across

Canada already plays a leading role in this transforma-

the economy,

tion. But tremendous untapped potential remains.

• More than double renewable electricity

The global community now confronts its greatest

• Increase its use of electricity as the “clean fuel

generation capacity, and
challenge to date: Transform and decarbonize energy

of choice” to power the economy.

systems that have been dominated by fossil fuels for
centuries. And while recent evidence suggests that

The wind, water, oceans and sun offer an inexhaustible

massive investments in renewable electricity production

supply of renewable fuel. We can help fight climate

have stalled the growth of greenhouse gas pollution,

change by responsibly using these clean resources to

the inertia of the incumbent system is immense.

power our electricity grids. And the more we electrify all
corners of our economy with renewable resources—from

The work ahead remains formidable. Nonetheless,

buildings, to transportation, to industry—the faster and

nations such as China, the United States, Japan, and

deeper we can cut greenhouse gas pollution. In this way,

Germany are now putting their shoulders to the wheel.

Canada can stand out as a climate change leader.

And to meet its recent G7 commitment to cut fossil fuel
reliance and its Copenhagen Accord obligation to reduce
climate pollution, Canada must do the same.

As a global leader in renewable electricity production,
Canada already plays a leading role in this transformation.
But tremendous untapped potential remains.

2
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Moving to a Golden Age of
Renewable Electricity
The debate is over. The climate-science community

The money went straight into steel and concrete,

now near-unanimously agrees that unless we seriously

and workers putting both to good use—driving an

embrace clean, low-carbon energy sources, our world

unprecedented global renewable power construction

will grapple with what the Intergovernmental Panel

boom. In 2013, according to Bloomberg New Energy

on Climate Change (IPCC) characterizes as a string of

Finance, utilities and developers added more new

“severe, pervasive, and irreversible” impacts.

renewable electricity capacity (143 GW) than they
did fossil fuel generation capacity (141 GW).2

Fortunately, leading economies haven’t exactly been
sitting on their hands. Global renewable electricity

Meanwhile, as of last year, the global renewable energy

investment, build-out, and employment are now at

industry employed more than 9.2 million people.3 For all

record levels. As climate impacts intensify and political

of these reasons, we believe we stand on the brink of a

pressure for action builds, governments around the

golden age of renewable electricity.

world are introducing policies to accelerate renewable-electricity adoption.

Encouragingly, all this activity appears to be moving
the needle on carbon pollution, just as the IPCC said it

1

Where policy leadership goes, investment follows. Last year,

would. Last year for the first time, global energy-related

financiers moved USD$295 billion into renewable electricity

greenhouse gas emissions stalled, even as global GDP

generation—a 17 percent increase from 2013.1

slightly rose .4 It was the first occasion that carbon

The lion’s share of this capital flowed into China, the

pollution actually decoupled from economic growth.

United States, Japan, and other nations that have imple-

The International Energy Agency attributed the finding

mented policies to reduce fossil-fuel reliance and shift

to increased renewable energy deployment and

their electricity grids to lower-carbon energy sources.

enhanced efficiency efforts. 5

Tracking the Energy Revolution –
Global. Clean Energy Canada. 2015.
http://cleanenergycanada.org/trackingtherevolution-global/2015/

2

“Fossil Fuels Just Lost the Race
to Renewables,” Tom Randall,
Bloomberg Business, April 14, 2015.
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2015-04-14/fossil-fuels-justlost-the-race-against-renewables

3

Renewable Energy and Jobs – Annual
Review 2015. International Renewable Energy Agency. http://www.
irena.org/DocumentDownloads/
Publications/IRENA_RE_Jobs_Annual_Review_2015.pdf

4

International Energy Agency. Energy
and Climate Change—World Energy
Outlook Special Report. June 2015.
p.29

5

Ibid.
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Policy makers around the world should know their

investment, along with increased energy efficiency

leadership is making a difference. But they also

and other measures, remains central.” 7 To peak global

should not rest on their laurels.

energy-related emissions, it recommends increasing
investment in renewable energy technologies in the

That’s because, despite all the recent progress, we

power sector from $270 billion in 2014 to $400 billion

remain firmly behind the eight ball. As the global appetite

in 2030. 8

for energy grows, renewable electricity generation must
accelerate, to ensure that coal, natural gas, and other

The global clean energy shift is well underway. It is driving

fossil fuels serve only the bare minimum of this new

prosperity and employment, and last year helped slow

demand. In a recent market forecast, the International

the global rise of carbon emissions. But it is clear that

Energy Agency found “global growth ... is not as fast as

we need to step up our game; we remain on the brink

it could be and falls short of what’s needed to put

of a golden age for renewable electricity.

renewables on track to meet longer-term climate
change objectives.” 6

Further, every nation, including this one, has a role to
play in creating the conditions necessary to avert what

As the International Energy Agency has consistently

Bank of England governor Mark Carney recently called

affirmed, “Energy remains at the heart of global climate

the “tragedy of the horizon.” 9

change solutions and a dramatic scale-up of renewable

Energy remains at the heart of global climate change solutions
and a dramatic scale-up of renewable investment, along with increased
energy efficiency and other measures, remains central.
6

Medium-Term Renewable Energy
Market Report, International Energy
Agency. September, 2015.

7

Medium-Term Renewable Energy
Market Report, International Energy
Agency. September, 2015. p.19.

8

World Energy Outlook Special
Report on Energy and Climate
Change. International Energy
Agency. June, 2015.

9

Breaking the tragedy of the horizon
- climate change and financial
stability. Speech by Mark Carney,
Governor of the Bank of England.
September 29, 2015. http://www.
bankofengland.co.uk/publications/
Pages/speeches/2015/844.aspx

3
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Renewable Electricity in Canada:
A Solid Foundation
Though they haven’t received nearly as much attention

solar investment climbed 47 percent over 2013.11 When it

as our fossil-energy deposits, our nation is awash in

comes to marine energy, Canada ranks third for the num-

renewable electricity resources. For decades, utilities

ber of in-stream tidal and wave technology developers.12

and developers have responsibly harvested them to
power our homes and industries.

Some have pointed to Canada’s overall relatively high
proportion of renewable electricity to argue that further

Clean, reliable, and renewable sources of electricity

efforts—and further policy support—are unwarranted.

provide more than 65 percent of the nation’s elec-

In fact the opposite is true, especially when one consid-

trons—the highest such proportion amongst G7 nations.

ers the energy system as a whole. In 2010, fossil fuels

According to the International Renewable Energy Agency,

delivered some 70 percent of the primary energy used in

Canada ranks fourth in the world in installed hydro

Canada (Figure 1). Even with such a strong backbone of

capacity (77 GW), seventh in wind (9.7GW). And while

renewable electricity, relative to its size, Canada relies

we have lagged other nations in deploying solar (1.9

heavily on carbon-based fuels.

10

GW), investment is picking up steam: in 2014, domestic
Led by provincial policy

the needs of half a million

residential and commercial

become operational between

leadership—notably in

Canadian homes, surpassing

scale—as homeowners and

2014 and 2020 will add an-

British Columbia, Ontario,

the 1,600 MW added in 2013.

business owners bolted pan-

other 4,569 MW of capacity.

and Quebec—growth in

Most of the new projects

els on rooftops, the majority

Further, before this year is

renewable electricity

were located in Québec,

of them in Ontario.

out, a consortium of compa-

capacity is trending up.

Ontario, and Alberta.13
With respect to hydro, new

electricity from the highest

Developers and utilities

Meanwhile, almost half of

projects and upgrades to

tides in the world, in Nova

brought enough new wind

all new growth in solar PV

existing dams currently under

Scotia’s Bay of Fundy.

power online in 2014 to meet

capacity occurred at the

construction and slated to

Renewables 2015 – Global Status
Report. REN21. http://www.ren21.
net/status-of-renewables/globalstatus-report/

10

Tracking the Energy Revolution –
Canada. Clean Energy Canada. 2015.
http://cleanenergycanada.org/trackingtherevolution-canada/2015/

11

nies will harness renewable

Charting the Course Canada’s
Marine Renewable Energy
Technology Roadmap. Marine
Renewables Canada. 2011.

12

Tracking the Energy Revolution –
Canada. Clean Energy Canada. 2015.
http://cleanenergycanada.org/trackingtherevolution-canada/2015/

13

This, then is the opportunity: Canada can become a global

It sounds like a tall order, and it is. But as laid out

climate leader by maximizing the use of renewable energy

in the following section, Canada has the resource

in its electricity system and by developing enough new

base to make it a reality.

renewable capacity to power the majority of energy services
that are today served by fossil fuels. Doing so would mean

5

Photo credit: Anthony Krasznai
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9% Nuclear

not only cleaning up the existing electricity system but
also roughly doubling the sector’s output.
For starters, Canada boasts a generous endowment of
renewable resources and, unlike their carbon counterparts,
they are distributed across the country. And despite our

30%

21%

Natural Gas

Renewable
& Biomass

global leadership, these resources are also largely untapped.
Recent assessments suggest that biomass, wind, hydro,
solar thermal and solar photovoltaic alone would be
sufficient to provide 1.5 times the total energy used
in Canada in 2010.14
With the right policy support, we could cleanly power
our factories, buildings, trains, vehicles, and more. Our
nation has already committed to such a future—at least
on paper. Earlier this year, Canada’s (then) prime minister

9%
Coal

31% Oil

and his G7 counterparts signed an agreement to phase out
fossil fuel combustion before the end of this century.

14

C. Barrington-Leigh and M. Ouliaris,
The Renewable Energy Landscape
in Canada: A Spatial Analysis,
March 2014. http://wellbeing.research.mcgill.ca/publications/Barrington-Leigh-Ouliaris-DRAFT2014.
pdf, Cited in: http://biology.mcgill.
ca/unesco/EN_Fullreport.pdf

Figure 1: Primary Energy in Canada (2010)

“With abundant wave, tidal, and
river resources, Canada is poised
to benefit from the emerging
marine renewable energy industry at home and in the growing
global marketplace.”
– Elisa Obermann, Executive Director, Marine Renewables Canada
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The Three Pillars of Decarbonization
Numerous leading energy research organizations agree

The International Energy Agency’s recently released

that the solution to catastrophic climate change is plain:

Special Report on Energy and Climate Change 16 models

We need to decarbonize the global economy.

various scenarios for the future of the global energy
system. In each instance, whenever renewable energy

This past June, the leaders of the G7, including Canada’s

capacity increases, greenhouse gas emissions plunge.

(then) prime minister, jointly declared that:

The agency highlights increased investment in renewable
energy as a key pillar of more ambitious climate action.

“…deep cuts in global greenhouse gas emissions are
required with a decarbonisation of the global economy

Similarly, earlier this year the World Bank noted that

over the course of this century… We commit to doing

global governments can achieve zero net emissions

our part to achieve a low-carbon global economy in the

by 2100 as part of well-planned, robust economic

long-term including developing and deploying inno-

growth if they:

vative technologies striving for a transformation of the
energy sectors by 2050 and invite all countries to join us

• Shift from relying on fossil fuels for electricity

in this endeavor. To this end we also commit to develop
long term national low-carbon strategies.” 15

to using renewable energy.
• Electrify existing fossil-based loads.
• Improve efficiency to help lower demand.
• Protect natural carbon sinks via better forest
and land management.17

Decarbonizing (i. e. reducing the carbon intensity of) electricity
generation is a key component of cost-effective mitigation
strategies in achieving low-stabilization levels.
— Fifth Assessment Report, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

15

Leaders’ Declaration G7 Summit
Germany, 7-8 June 2015. http://
www.international.gc.ca/g8/
g7_germany_declaration-g7_allemagne_declaration.aspx?lang=eng

16

International Energy Agency.
Energy and Climate Change —
World Energy Outlook Special
Report. June 2015.

17

Fay, Marianne; Hallegatte,
Stephane; Vogt-Schilb, Adrien;
Rozenberg, Julie; Narloch, Ulf; Kerr,
Tom. 2015. Decarbonizing Development: Three Steps to a Zero-Carbon
Future. Washington, DC: World
Bank.

7

8
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These strategies echo those recommended by various

But as far as domestic-scenario exercises go, Canada’s

bodies that have run similar exercises in the Canadian

contribution to the Deep Decarbonization Pathways

context, including:

Project offers the most current and complete assessment
to date.18 The project is a global partnership of energy

• The National Roundtable on Environment and

research teams modeling 16 country-specific policy

the Economy’s reports Getting to 2050: Canada’s

scenarios. Their task: Develop scenarios to decarbonize

Transition to a Low-Emission Future (2007) and

the economy while ensuring the average global tempera-

Achieving 2050: A Carbon Pricing Policy for Canada

ture increase does not exceed two degrees Celsius.

(2009), and
• The Council of Canadian Academies’ Technology

The pathways are not forecasts, but rather illustrative

and Policy Options for a Low-Emission Energy

scenarios based on a set of global and domestic assump-

System in Canada (2015).

tions about key emissions drivers, technology availability,
and economic activity. The Canadian pathways project
team found that if our country were to pursue deep
decarbonization, we could achieve a greater than 80

Figure 2: Greenhouse gas emissions (MtCO2)
trajectory, by sector, 2010-2050.
700

600

percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions below
2010 levels by the year 2050 (Figure 2)—consistent

Buildings

with our Copenhagen Accord commitments, and putting

Transportation

us on the trajectory to the recent G7 commitment

Industry

to decarbonize by 2100.

Oil and Gas

500

Electricity

Three strategies underlie the scenario to overhaul

400

Canada’s energy system and achieve reductions at this
scale. For this discussion we will refer to them as boost

300

energy efficiency, decarbonize electricity systems,
and electrify everything.

200

100

0
2010

18

2020

Chris Bataille – Associate Researcher, Institute for Sustainable
Development and International
Relations (IDDRI), Paris & Adjunct
Professor, Simon Fraser University,
Vancouver, Canada.

2030

2040

2050

David Sawyer – Carbon Management
Canada, Low Carbon Pathways
Development Director & President,
Enviroeconomics Inc., Ottawa,
Canada. Noel Melton – Navius
Research Inc., Vancouver, Canada.

“Solar energy is positioned to
play a major role in the global
transition to a sustainable,
clean energy future.”
– John Gorman, President and CEO, Canadian Solar Industries

10
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Pillar One: Boost Energy Efficiency
Energy and climate leaders widely consider energy

In other words, the economy would produce the same

efficiency the “first fuel,” because it is competitive, cost

amount of economic growth it does today with half

effective, and readily available. The International Energy

the energy. That’s good news, but it gets better:

Agency describes efficiency as an “invisible powerhouse”

This near doubling of efficiency is consistent with

that can bolster security, lower bills, and move civilization

the trajectory already established by existing and

closer toward its climate goals. 20

forthcoming efficiency regulations. 22

19

Perhaps most persuasively, the EU Commissioner on

Figure 3: Energy Intensity of gross
domestic product, (PJ/$B).

Climate Action and Energy stated, “It is really difficult to
find an alternative energy source that is more environmentally friendly, free from geopolitical risks, and that
pays off more than energy efficiency.” 21

2010

6.0

Any credible effort to decarbonize Canada’s economy
must begin with optimizing how we use energy in the first
place. Measured by how much energy we consume to

2.6

2050

grow our economy, the Deep Decarbonization Pathways
scenario sees Canada’s energy intensity drop by more

0

than half (57 percent) between 2010 and 2050 (Figure 3).

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

It is really difficult to find an alternative
energy source that is more environmentally friendly, free from
geopolitical risks, and that pays off more than energy efficiency.
19

Energy Efficiency Financial Institutions Group. Energy Efficiency –
the first fuel for the EU Economy:
How to drive new finance for
energy efficiency investments.
2014. p.4.

20

Source: http://www.iea.org/
newsroomandevents/pressreleases/2014/october/global-energy-efficiency-market-an-invisible-powerhouse-at-least-usd-310byr.html

21

Energy efficiency: the invisible
powerhouse of Europe. Miguel
Arias Cañete. March 18, 2015.
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/2014-2019/arias-canete/blog/
energy-efficiency-invisible-powerhouse-europe-0_en

22

Sustainable Development Solutions Network and Institute for
Sustainable Development and
International Relations. Pathways
to Deep Decarbonization – Interim
Report. July 2014. p.70

7.0
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Pillar Two: Decarbonize
Electricity Systems

renewable electricity advantage. Renewable resources,
predominantly hydropower, dominate grids in Quebec,
Manitoba, and British Columbia. Other provinces, such

As the authors of Canada’s deep decarbonization pathway

as Ontario and Nova Scotia, have been working to

noted, “Fuel switching to decarbonized electricity is the

clean up their systems.

single most significant pathway toward achieving deep
emissions reduction globally. It allows demand sectors to

In April of last year, Ontario became the first jurisdiction

reduce their end-use emissions by switching from refined

in North America to eliminate coal as a source of

petroleum products, natural gas and other fossil fuels to

electricity generation, as the Thunder Bay Generating

clean electricity. This abatement is only made possible

Station burned its last supply of the fossil fuel. The

through both decarbonization of existing electricity

province replaced its coal generation fleet with a mix

generation as well as a large expansion of new zero

of lower emission electricity sources.

emissions electricity sources.”

23

But many opportunities remain to clean up our existing
As noted earlier, with respect to both existing generation

grids. Utilities in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Nova Scotia

and untapped potential, Canada enjoys an enviable

still burn coal to keep the lights on. Other provinces,
including Ontario, rely on natural gas. Still others burn
fuel oil to generate electricity—an expensive and highly

Figure 4: Carbon Intensity of Electricity
Generation (gCO2 /kWh)

polluting process.
On the deep decarbonization pathway for Canada,

2010

174.0

these plants gradually go dark over the coming decades,
or adopt carbon capture and storage, and renewable
electricity generation grows significantly. The result?
The average carbon intensity of Canadian electricity
production falls from 174 grams of carbon dioxide per

4.3

2050

kilowatt hour (as it was in 2010) to a mere 4.3 grams
in 2050 (Figure 4).” 24

0
0.0

20.0

23

40.0

60.0

80.0

100.0

Pathways to Deep Decarbonization
in Canada. Published by Sustainable Development Solutions
Network (SDSN) and Institute for
Sustainable Development and
International Relations (IDDRI).
September 2015. p.24 http://deep-

120.0 140.0

160.0 180.0 200.0

decarbonization.org/wp-content/
uploads/2015/09/DDPP_CAN.pdf
24

Pathways to Deep Decarbonization
in Canada. Published by Sustainable Development Solutions
Network (SDSN) and Institute

for Sustainable Development and
International Relations (IDDRI).
September 2015. p.25 http://deepdecarbonization.org/wp-content/
uploads/2015/09/DDPP_CAN.pdf

11
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In the modeled scenario, illustrated in Figure 5,

relatively low-emission power generation, remaining

renewable sources of electricity overwhelmingly provide

high-emission generation facilities will need to be

the replacement power to drive down this curve. In 2050,

replaced, and all provinces will need to expand low-

renewable sources of electricity would account for fully

emission electricity generation capacity to meet

three quarters of Canada’s electricity supply, with nearly

growing demand and enable further reductions.” 26

three times more power generated by renewables
relative to 2010.
Figure 5: Electricity Generation
by Resource (TWh)

A diversity of renewable electricity sources would furnish
this new supply atop a hydropower foundation. As the
International Energy Agency has highlighted, nations with

1600

high proportions of firm hydropower—such as Canada—

1400

can more easily integrate large amounts of variable-out-

1200

put renewable power into their electrical grids, without

1000

significant operational challenges. 25
These findings are echoed by the Canadian Council of
Academies, whose recent report Technology and Policy
Options for a Low-Emission Energy System in Canada noted,

800
600
400
200
0
2010

2020

2030

2040

“Low-emission electricity is the foundation for econo-

Coal

Gas with CCS

my-wide emission reductions in transportation, buildings,

Coal with CCS

Nuclear

and industry. While Canada already benefits from

Gas

Renewable

2050

Fuel switching to decarbonized electricity is the single most significant
pathway toward achieving deep emissions reduction globally.

25

International Energy Agency.
Energy and Climate Change—
World Energy Outlook Special
Report. June 2015. p.112

26

Technology and Policy Options
for a Low-Emission Energy System
in Canada. Canadian Council of
Academies. 2015. http://www.
scienceadvice.ca/en/assessments/
completed/energy-use.aspx
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Pillar Three: Electrify Everything

residential buildings by 2025, and commercial buildings
after 2035.27 Building owners accomplish this with highly

The last of our three pillars is conceptually simple yet,

efficient building envelopes, electric space and water

for many, the most daunting. If Canada is to meet its G7

heaters, solar hot water heaters and, as costs fall,

commitment, the nation must significantly reduce fossil

solar photovoltaic (PV) panels.28

fuel combustion across transportation, buildings, and
industry. To the greatest extent feasible, we must
Figure 6: Sources of End-Use
Energy in Buildings (EJ)

power these sectors with electricity.
Buildings are an obvious place to start. They heat both
living and working spaces and hot water, typically with
natural gas. Established, cost-effective, and readily
available technologies can do the same job with clean
electricity. The Deep Decarbonization team identified this
as a significant source of emissions reduction potential.

1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

As illustrated in Figure 6, electricity grows from meeting
36 percent of energy in the buildings sector, to nearly
100 percent. By regulating building energy and greenhouse gas intensity, Canada could have net-zero-energy

0.2
0
2010

2020

Fossil Energy

2030

Liquid Fossil

2040

2050

Electricity

If Canada is to meet its G7 commitment, the nation must
significantly reduce fossil fuel combustion across transportation,
buildings, and industry. To the greatest extent feasible, we must
power these sectors with electricity.
27

Pathways to Deep Decarbonization
in Canada. Published by Sustainable Development Solutions
Network (SDSN) and Institute
for Sustainable Development and
International Relations (IDDRI).
September 2015. p.14 http://deep-

decarbonization.org/wp-content/
uploads/2015/09/DDPP_CAN.pdf
28

Ibid.

13

“Canada is a global leader in
responsible and sustainable
development of renewable
wind energy.”
– Robert Hornung, President, Canadian Wind Energy Association

15
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Opportunities also exist in the transportation sector,

It will take considerably more effort—and next-gener-

albeit to a lesser degree. Light passenger vehicles, light

ation technologies—to decarbonize Canada’s industrial

and medium freight transport, and rail are all excellent

sector. However, the effort is essential. As the pathways

candidates for electrification (Figure 7). Indeed, the team

report notes, “Heavy industry is currently a key weakness

found that by 2050, electric vehicles account for nearly

in Canada’s decarbonization portfolio, but could be an

all light-duty passenger vehicles on the nation’s roads

advantage because of our plentiful renewables capacity

(Figure 8).

(for electrified industry) and carbon storage geology.” 29

Figure 7: End use energy
in transportation (EJ)

Figure 8: Electrification in Light-Duty
Passenger Vehicles – Market Share

3
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Ibid. 27, pg.13.
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Multiple engineering pathways exist to virtually decar-

process-heat requirements. Process changes such

bonize heavy industry, but to date they haven’t attracted

as electric arc steel production and oxygen production

significant innovation. That has to change; this area is

for direct contact steam generation in oilsands produc-

crying out for new and transformative technologies.

tion can fulfill other requirements. By more than doubling
the use of electricity for industrial activity (Figure 9),

With respect to light industry and oil and gas production,

the carbon intensity of the sector can drop by 85 percent

electric boilers and heat pumps can meet many

between 2010 and 2050, even as output continues
to grow apace.

Figure 9: Industrial Energy use
in 2010 vs. 2050 (EJ)

2010

2050

0
0.00

0.20

Electricity

0.40

0.60

0.80

1.00

1.20

1.40

1.60

Non-electricty

Canada can become a global climate leader by maximizing
the use of renewable energy in its electricity system and by
developing enough new renewable capacity to power the majority of
energy services that are today served by fossil fuels.
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Conclusion: Powering
Climate Prosperity
Water, wind, and solar already deliver more than 65 percent of Canada’s electricity—powering homes, businesses,
and whole industries. Our nation is a globally recognized
producer of clean and renewable electricity.
Increasingly, we’re in good company. Around the world,
policy leadership is boosting renewable energy investment and accelerating deployment. From the United
States, to Europe, to Africa and Asia, global investment
in new renewable electricity capacity now outpaces
that in fossil fuel generation.
Those concerned about climate disruption have some
cause for cautious celebration. Last year, global energy-related emissions stabilized as the economy grew—
the direct result of investments in renewable electricity
and efficiency. But Canada has much work to do to meet
its commitments to all-but eliminate fossil fuel combustion and address the global climate crisis.
Canada can stand tall by pursuing a threefold strategy:
Intensify efforts to cut energy waste across the economy,
more than double renewable electricity and increase our
use of electricity as the clean fuel of choice to power

our economy. A string of recent scenarios and
assessments support this approach.
While other nations struggle to overcome their deep
reliance on coal and other fossil fuels for electricity
generation, Canada has a generous head start in the drive
to decarbonize. Not only do we have an abundance of
installed hydropower—and a growing roster of wind and
solar farms—we also have an abundance of untapped
resources, and an industry and labour force that know
how to responsibly harvest them.
Our nation must not remain a spectator on the sidelines
as the rest of the world digs deep and begins the hard
work of decarbonizing the global economy. Canada has
the renewable resources and the know-how to develop
them. With the right policy frameworks, we can easily
attract the capital needed to lead the world. We can
leverage our competitive advantage in renewable
electricity to power our future climate prosperity.
It is an advantage we must seize.
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